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7. Local notes/local practices when accompanying material varies 

Should we develop guidelines when an item does not have all its parts as to when it 

must be moved to its own record vs. kept on the same record? When a library does 

circulate an item without all of the original parts, such as a booklet for a music CD, how 

should this be listed on the Bib. record? Can we use a generic 500 note: 

“Accompanying material may vary”? Or do we need to be more specific? 

8. Local headings for foreign television programs 

Should we add a local heading for foreign television programs modelled after our local 

foreign films headings? 

Examples:  

655 7 Foreign television programs|zFrance.|2local 

655 7 French language television programs.|2local 

655 0 Foreign television programs. 

9. Establishing bibliographic record standards for Library of Things items that 

must be picked up at the owning library 

The ops committee asked us to discuss this and possibly come up with a uniform 

practice. They felt that if items all had a similar look in the online catalog, it would be 

easier for patrons and staff to know what has to be picked up at the owning library. 

Their suggestions were: 

Possible solutions are to have pick-up at the local library (name) placed in :/c field of 

245 1_ taking the place of the author or as the edition statement 250. 

10. Best practices for worldcat entities 

Example: 

 

How to handle. Keep or strip out? If we’re stripping this out, can this be set up to not 

import into Sierra? 
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To: OCLC-CAT@OCLCLISTS.ORG <OCLC-CAT@OCLCLISTS.ORG> 
Subject: [OCLC-CAT] Next phase: OCLC WorldCat Entities linked data URIs for Works will be added to 
WorldCat MARC records 

  
In December 2023, OCLC announced the addition of WorldCat Entities URIs (Uniform Resource 
Identifiers) for Persons, Places, and Events to WorldCat records as $1 links in 100, 600, 647, 651, and 700 
MARC fields. As a next phase, OCLC will begin adding WorldCat Entities URIs for Works to 758 fields in 
WorldCat bibliographic records. These 758 fields (Resource Identifier fields) will have this structure: 
  

758__ $i [relationship_in_languageof_040$b]: $a [placeholder_for_label_+material_type] $1 
[placeholder_for_WorldCat_entityID] $4 https://id.oclc.org/worldcat/ontology/hasWork 

 
Example for English language of cataloging: 
  

758__$i has work: $a HBR's 10 must reads on managing people Vol. 2 (Sound) $1 
https://id.oclc.org/worldcat/entity/E39PCGDbpB6QKpK4gc9MwdDFVd $4 
https://id.oclc.org/worldcat/ontology/hasWork 

  
Example for French language of cataloging: 
  

$i a pour œuvre: $a Le mouvement chrétien-social dans le canton de Genève (Text) $1 
https://id.oclc.org/worldcat/entity/E39PCYvWdGxTkMYkvJgfF78Phw $4 
https://id.oclc.org/worldcat/ontology/hasWork 

  
For other languages of cataloging, the $i will be omitted as we work to collect translations that 
accurately convey the relationship. 
  
Adding WorldCat Entities URIs for Works will happen in stages over the next several weeks, beginning on 
Saturday, January 27. 
  
Enriching WorldCat MARC bibliographic records with WorldCat Entities URIs establishes a bridge 
between MARC data and linked data, providing a starting point for connecting data across local systems 
and workflows and for using linked data functionality in local discovery systems. 

 

11. Use of Novels of manners.|2lcgft and Regency fiction.|2local 

Should Novels of manners.|2lcgft replace Regency fiction.|2local? 

12. Featuring #BookTok in the catalog 

Should #BookTok be used as a local heading or expressed in another way in the 

catalog? I have been considering ways to code, feature, link, etc. the trending BookTok 

books. My concern is that it is constantly evolving so may be really hard to manage and 

keep up. However, would patrons possibly benefit from having that as an access point? 

I don't know. My inclination is that they browse by title, but could possibly be missing 

something as well. I wonder if anyone has any great ideas for these titles? 

13. Consider 655 7 Tonies.|2local as a local genre 
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